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For your diary

Fast facts from the Beijing
Review, January 2020

Chinese New Year dinner

▪

We will also welcome the Chinese New Year with a dinner
at the China Tea Club, North Lyneham, on 29 January at
7.00pm. We traditionally go to the China Tea Club as they
always prepare some special New Year dishes for usThe
cost will be $28 per person for members, $30 for nonmembers. Please book by emailing acfsevent@gmail.com
by 23 January.

▪



Lantern-making workshop
The Lantern-making workshop will be held on Sunday 2
February from 1.30 to 3.30pm in the Community Hall at
Cook.
Come and make a lantern, or help those who are making
lanterns. No experience is necessary to come and help at
the workshop and it is always a most rewarding day.

▪

Lantern Festival
The Lantern Festival for 2020 will be held on Saturday 8
February in the Beijing Garden, on the lake. This is our
major event for the year and is proving very popular.
Help is needed to both set up the Beijing Garden from
1.30pm and in the evening to help with lantern sales. IT
would be greatly appreciated if some of our younger
members could come and join those of us of more mature
years to help at any time from 1.30pm onwards. Please
email acfsevent@gmail.com if you would like to join us.
Help with lantern sales
There is a great need for help with sales of lanterns.
Tasks include handing out lanterns with LED lights and
sticks, and taking payments. There is always a huge rush
just before the lantern parade begins, so at least six
people would be good. The more we have the more we
can organise shifts so some volunteers can see some of
the performances.
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▪

▪

On line sale of e-cigarettes has
been banned in China in part to
reduce the exposure of minors
to them.
China’s National Health
Commission has issued
guidelines that require over
80% of health care facilities be
age-friendly by 2022. More
than half secondary and
tertiary general hospitals
should have geriatrics
departments by 2022. In 2018
the average life expectancy in
China was 77, the average
healthy life expectancy was
68.7 years. As many as 75%
of aged people have at least
one chronic disease and more
than 40 million are at least
partially disabled.
China recently released a fouryear action plan to strengthen
its industrial design capabilities
amid a shift from “made in
China” to “Created in China”.
The first Chinese developed 4seater aircraft had its maiden
flight on 28 October. The
1,200kg aircraft has a range of
300km and can fly for about 90
minutes.
A survey of 18 to 35 year olds
in China found that 3 out of 4
believed they are living sped-up
lives; however 5 out of 6 find
that although they are busy
every day, they do not have
the sense of fulfilment they
expected. The advent of the
information age and higher
self-expectations are regarded
as the two major reasons why
young people live fast-paced
lives according to the survey.

Thanks to Neil Birch for
compiling these.

Annual General Meeting
The Society’s Annual General Meeting will be held on Wed 11 March at the
Golden King restaurant, Dundas Court, Phillip at 7.00pm. Please book by
emailing acfsevent@gmail.com.au by 6 March.
Please consider joining the Committee. It is a pleasant and rewarding
experience.


Talk on ‘USA / China, an economic comparison’
Member Alex Olah will give a talk on 8 April at the Southern Cross Club,
Jamison, at 7.30pm. As usual, members and friends are welcome to have
dinner at the club from 6.00pm. Please book by emailing
acfsevent@gmail.com.au by 3 April.


Australia-China Review magazine
Geoff Winter has 72 issues of the ACR, 1981 to 2000, which he is happy to
pass on to anyone interested. Please contact him
at: wintergj1948@hotmail.com


Committee News – Jan 2020 meeting
Your committee met at the Golden King restaurant in Phillip for its first
meeting of the year.
The main topic of discussion were the upcoming Lantern-making
Workshop and the Lantern Festival. We reviewed notes made after last
year’s workshop and festival and the lists of supplies and equipment
needed.
We discussed possible options for the PA system at the Lantern festival
as our previous operator has retired. All performers at the Lantern
Festival are to be contacted to both make sure they are available and
have a valid certificate of currency for their PL insurance.
The outcome of the ACT Government’s Multicultural grant remains
unknown.
The Chinese New Year dinner will be held on 29 January at the China Tea
Club in North Lyneham.
After the meeting we enjoyed a tasty meal, trying a few different dishes.
Temporary secretary, Jean
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Christmas dinner
Members, friends and staff from the Cultural Office of the Embassy gathered
for a Christmas dinner on Monday 16 Dec at YumCha@CBD. An enjoyable
evening all around.
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24 Solar Terms: 5 things you may not know about Minor
Cold
Source: chinadaily.com.cn | Updated: 2020-01-06 09:24
Minor Cold is the 23rd solar term of the 24 traditional Chinese solar terms.
For most areas of China, it marks the start of the coldest days of the year.
This year's Minor Cold starts on Jan 6. Many Chinese sayings use the weather
and climate situation during Minor Cold to predict the weather in the
following spring. Still, bitter cold can't prevent people from enjoying their
lives. Here are some things that help us stay warm during Minor Cold.

Stocking up for New Year
During Minor Cold, people always start
stocking New Year goods, which include
Spring Festival couplets, New Year
pictures, paper-cuts for window
decoration, fire crackers, incense and
lanterns.

Mutton hot pot, chestnuts and baked sweet
potato
Mutton hot pot, chestnuts and baked sweet potato
are three recommended foods for Minor Cold.
According to traditional Chinese medicine theories,
people need to eat food that contains more yang
energy to prevent cold from harming their organs.
The yang energy in the three types of food is
strengthened through their method of cooking:
boiling, stir frying and baking.
Beef, sesame, walnuts, almonds and raisins are also
good choices for Minor Cold.
Eating Laba porridge
Another important traditional food for Minor Cold is
Laba porridge. It is made from more than 20 kinds of
nuts, cereals and dried fruits. Local people in Beijing
often cook Laba porridge on the night of the seventh
day of the twelfth lunar month. After one night's slow
simmering, all the ingredients melt into the porridge in
the morning of the eighth day, becoming a warm
delicacy to enjoy on cold days.
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Tasting Nanjing vegetable rice
People in Nanjing used to take Minor Cold quite seriously,
and they still keep a custom of eating vegetable rice to
celebrate this solar term. The rice is steamed with
aijiaohuang (a kind of green vegetable), sausage and
salted duck that are all the specialties in Nanjing.

Making Chinese traditional herbal
medicine
Minor Cold is also the busiest time for
doctors and pharmacies of traditional
Chinese medicine. Many people need them
to prepare new medicines, which will be
consumed before the Lunar New Year.



Fantasy and Reality: A Yenching Academy scholar from the UK
shares her experience in China
By Natasha Lock · Beijing Review 2019-12-30 ·
2020

Source: NO.1 JANUARY 2,

Natasha Lock on the Great Wall (COURTESY PHOTO)

'When it comes to China, you can never know enough." These were the
words inscribed on the first page of the book, Law and Society in Traditional
China, given to me by a fellow student, Tan Bo-Chen, on day one of my year
at Peking University back in September 2016.
Over the past few years, I have slowly come to understand the depth of
meaning in this phrase about such a culturally unique and historically great
civilization. The more time I spend in China, and indeed the more I know
about China, the less I seem to comprehend it. This country is absolutely
fascinating: There is a mismatch between past and present; tradition and
modernity; fast pace and slow pace; cities and mountains.
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To be able to learn more about China and try to further understand it
provides me with daily excitement. Starting each day with a walk around
Peking University's beautiful Weiming Lake allows me to think about all the
complexities, traditions and facets that construct this country.
I am 23 and from the UK. I am a graduate student at the Yenching Academy
of Peking University. I have been extremely lucky to have spent the past six
years back and forth from China traveling, working and studying. The most
memorable periods have been a year as an exchange student in Beijing,
traveling to Tibet Autonomous, working for a manufacturing company in
Guangdong Province, teaching 16-year-olds in Suzhou, Jiangsu Province for
seven months and living in a Buddhist monastery hidden in the mountains of
Zhejiang Province in east China.
Each experience has given me different stories, friendships, memories and
challenges. Nevertheless, the constant here seems to be the stream of
energy that flows through the country, and is totally different from any other
place I have been to before. To detail the incredible hospitality, helpfulness
and warmth I have encountered from people during my time here would take
up the whole article. It is a true credit to the country.
As a graduate student at Peking University, my research interests surround
China's changing position on the international stage, China's modern
relationship with the past, and contemporary nationalism. The Yenching
Academy allows for interdisciplinary studies, so my modules are anything
from international relations to art and literature. I have found studying
within China and from a Chinese perspective to be fascinating. Furthermore,
studying this subject in a country so essential to today's global politics is a
unique privilege. The global system is undergoing a tectonic shift in which we
can see the advance of the East with the slumping of Western states.
For as long as I can remember, the East has fascinated me. My parents
came to China back in the 1980s, and I grew up hearing stories of a city
called Beijing swarmed with bicycles, the magnificent Terracotta Army in
Xi'an, west China's Shaanxi Province, and an overall culture so different from
the UK's. China to me is a metaphorical Great Wall. Every aspect of China is
designed to be preserved and like the origins of the Great Wall, to keep
barbarians out. The language, the customs, the food, the traditions, the
practices and the philosophies are so foreign to a non-native that it is almost
easier to turn back around to your homeland than to even envisage a route
to crossing the wall.
For the few that accept the challenge, China offers an incredible adventure.
It was this concept that sparked my initial interest and kept me coming back,
for I felt like I had unlocked a new world. From the bamboo rafts down the
Lijiang River in the Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region, the deserts of
Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, to standing atop the base camp of
Mount Qomolangma on the Chinese side, I am endlessly shocked by the
variety of places to explore.
Living here provides for an unparalleled opportunity to practice Chinese, hear
narratives from the East and conceptualize politics as it unfolds. The taxi
driver reciting Confucius, the squat toilets, the wholesome couples dancing in
public parks, the families wearing entirely matching outfits and the sweet
sound of the pipa, the Chinese lute… this is China.
And this is the China that keeps drawing me back.
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Does China brainwash its citizens?
Peter Brown, former Former Vice President and Global Manager
(1997-2006)
Updated November 27, 2019 · Author has 225 answers and 659.7k
answer views

No basically, I mean how would you go about
brainwashing 1.4 billion people and with an education
system that leans so heavily towards STEM subjects
But it's an interesting question and worth delving into. How about turning it
around and ask, are people in the west brainwashed into believing other
countries brainwash their citizens?
As an elderly Brit, I can recall being taught that Britain won WW2 and like
many of my fellow Brits, felt a strong sense of patriotism and pride in my
country and their defeat of fascism, we had some help from the US but not
much. No mention of Russia 's role, not a word about the atrocities China
was enduring and certainly no mention of the Chinese assistance in WW1,
which has more or less been deleted from the pages of history.
So I was brainwashed into believing a false narrative at school, pretty much
as Islamic fundamentalism is taught in mosques, as the Hong Kong youth are
brainwashed at their schools. So brainwashing happens when an historical or
geophysical narrative is taught to young people
Secondly I watch many news outlets and i think most people will agree
opinions and attitudes are shaped by the news we read or watch. I would
challenge anyone to watch Fox, CNN, BBC, RT and CGTN, and disagree with
me that CGTN is by far and away the most cerebral.
They include academics in their panel discussions who are very impressive
and knowledgeable, not talking heads that we see on western mainstream
media, who are confined by a very narrow, ill informed viewpoint that
becomes gospel in the minds of many.
So I would conclude by saying brainwashing is a huge problem, but it's not a
Chinese problem and by this I mean a mainland Chinese problem. Apple
Daily in Hong Kong is a propaganda outlet, but I don't include that as being
news
Source: www.quora.com. Thanks to Teck Lee for the link.
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Lantern Making Workshop
1.30 – 3.30pm Sunday 2 February 2020
Cook Community Hub, 41 Templeton St, Cook

Come and make a lantern, be creative and then bring your lantern
to the Lantern Festival.
For adults and children (children under 12 will need to be accompanied by an adult).
Cost $3 per person.
Bring a cutting board, scissors, ruler and pencil
Bookings essential to acfsevent@gmail.com or ph Jean 6254 7732

Lantern Festival
6.15pm to 9pm Saturday 8 February 2020
Beijing Garden, Lennox Gardens, Flynn Pl, Yarralumla
Bring your own picnic (only water and snacks for sale) and enjoy the colour and
spectacle
(For possible cancellation visit www.acfs.org.au)
Entry is Free.
Bring your own lantern or buy one there. Prizes for the best hand-made lanterns.
For further information please email acfsevent@gmail.com or ring Carol on 6247
8231
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Australia China Friendship Society ACT Branch — membership application form
Annual subscriptions are due on 1 January and are current until 31 December of the same year. The
monthly Bulletin is included in the subscription and is distributed by email.
Subscription rates, payable to the Treasurer, PO Box 530, Civic Square ACT 2608 are:
Single $20 Family $35 Centrelink Concession Holder: Individual $15 and Family $25
Name(s)……………………………………………….....................................
Address……………………………………………………………………..……
……………………………………………….………… Postcode ……………
Email………………………………………………………………………………
Phone (home) ………………… (work) ………………… Mobile ……………………
Renewal

New Member

Australia China Friendship Society
PO Box 530
CIVIC SQUARE ACT 2608 AUSTRALIA

ACT Branch Bulletin
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Direct Credit Details:
Beyond Bank
BSB: 325-185
A/C No. 03411481
A/C Name: ACFS ACT
Branch Inc
Ref: Your name

